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Year 6 

The Tudors 

 

English 

In our English lessons this term, we will be using short films 
to inspire the children to write a range of texts. The  
children will also be looking at language from different time 
periods and learning how to adapt their writing to that par-
ticular style. We will be including different grammar activi-
ties so that we can continue to build on their knowledge 
and consolidate what they have already learnt. For their 
spelling activities, the children will be re-looking at the Year 
6 spelling patterns and focusing on words within that 
pattern that they haven’t yet encountered. 
 
We are using Guided Reading sessions to continue to  
develop the children’s understanding of a range of texts. 
The children will be expanding their vocabulary and build-
ing on their understanding of the meaning of words and 
why the author has chosen them. We will be working 
through a range of texts from modern to classic author so 
that the children gain a greater breadth in their reading.  
We also aim to develop the children’s inference skills and 
their ability to give their opinions  explaining why they have 
come to those conclusions. 

Maths 

Within Mental Maths, we will continue to consolidate 
the main methods for mental arithmetic and times  
tables to 12x12.  
 
The children will continue to apply their reasoning skills 
to solving word problems and more detailed  
investigations. They will be learning to explain what 
they did and why they selected that process, ensuring 
that they use the correct mathematical language to do 
this. 

Science 

Our topic this term  is  Humans and other ani-
mals . The children will be learning how the circu-
latory system, heart  and lungs work. They will 
study things that could have a negative or positive 
effect on the body. 

RE 
This tern we will be  
continuing our studies into the 
Muslim faith and how they 
use their beliefs to help them 
live a good life. 

PE 
In Class PE, Mr Barnett will be focusing 
on Athletics and preparing the children 
for their Sports Day activities. 

PSHE 
 
Our Topic this term is Changing Me. 
The children will be learning about 
the changes in their body and will 
attend a session based around Sex 
and Relationship Education. 

Dates to remember 

12th June—Junior Good Citi-

zenship 

20th June in the morning—Sports Day  

22nd June—Summer Fayre 

27th June— School Disco 

10th July—12th July—Year 6 Residential to Wilderness Centre 

19th July—Reading breakfast 

23rd July—Year 6 Play 

24th July— Year 6 Leavers Disco 

History and Geography 
 
We will be continuing with our topic on the Tudors and 
making comparisons between life then and now. The  
children will also investigate the different places that the 
Tudors discovered whilst travelling the world. 

Music 

The children will learn a new range 
of songs for their performance at 
the end of July,including the oppor-
tunity to participate in solo and part 
performances. 

Art and DT 

In Art this term ,we will be studying the work of  
sculptor Anthony Gormley. The children will sketch and 
model  a bust of King Henry VIII out of clay. 

Computing 

Alongside regular e-safety 
discussions, we will looking 
at how to create quizzes 
and how they use binary in 
the coding for computers. 

Reading records should 

be completed at home 

at least 5 times a week. 




